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U. S. Departmentof Energy

Findingof No SignificantImpact

ProposedFixedTargetExperiment-

Kaonsat the Tevatron

FermiNationalAcceleratorLaboratory

Batavia,Illinois

..

AGENCY- U.S. Departmentof Energy

ACTION: Findingof No SignificantImpact(FONSI)

SUMMARY: The U. S. Departmentof Energy (DOE)has preparedan Environmental

Assessment(EA),DOE/EA-O8g8,evaluatingthe impactsassociatedwith the proposed

fixedtargetexperimentat theFermiNationalAcceleratorLaboratory(Fermilab)in

Batavia,Illinois,known as Kaons at the Tevatron (KTeV). The proposedKTeV

projectincludesreconfigurationof an existingtargetstation,enhancementof an

existingbeam transportsystem connectedto existingutility facilities,and

constructionof a new experimentaldetectorhall area. The studyof the K meson,

a type of subatomicparticle,has been going on at Fermilabfor 20 years. The

proposedKTeV projectadva_es the searchfor the originsof a violationof a

fundamentalsymmetryof naturecalledchargeparity(CP)violation.

Basedon the analysisin the EA,the DOE has determinedthat the proposedaction..

does not constitutea majorFederalactionsignificantlyaffectingthe qualityof

the humanenvironment,withinthemeaningof the NationalEnvironmentalPolicyAct

(NEPA)of 1969. Therefore,the preparationof an EnvironmentalImpactStatement

is not required.
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DESCRIPTIONOF THE PROPOSED ACTION"

The proposed action consistsof modifying the existing NeutrinoArea Muon beamline

by upgradingthe NM2 targethall, changing the beamline to accommodate a new decay

enclosure, and constructinga new experimentalhall Includinga control room area.

The approximately2000 ft.2 NM2 area would accommodate a new target station with

increased radiation shielding. Utility extensions needed for the primary beam
II,

target system .include. radiation monitoring, water flow and water temperature

monitoring,electricity,remotecomputercontrolsand communications. The proposed

new experimentalhall and countinghouse would requireconstructionin a previously

disturbed area of less than one acre with the spectrometerequipment located north

of a nearly 3200 ft.2 decay enclosure. The experimentalhall (approximately23

feet below grade) would require destruction of the existing NM4 underground

blockhouse and excavation of soil, totalling 35,000 yd.3.

ALTERJO&TIVES:

Four alternativeswere considered" (I) constructionwithin existing fixed target

areas, (2) constructionat another Fermilab site, (3} use of other DOE facilities,

and (4) no action.

ConstructionWithin Existinq Fixed Target Areas:

This alternativewas rejecteddue-to the infeasibilityof reconfiguringthe primary

beam switchyardsystem for new beamlines, and as well as the difficulty of avoiding

undisturbed areas.



Construction at Another Fermilab Site"

The Meson East, Meson Polarized, and NuMuon experimental sites were considered

infeasible due to the difficulty of relocating the beamline further underground to

achieve adequate shielding from radiation.

Use of Other DOE Facil!ties-

This alternative was found unreasonable due to the limited beam energies available

at facilities other than Fermilab, thus limiting the goals of the project.

,NoActi,,on-

The no action alternative is a continuation of the ongoing study of the K meson

under currentmanagement practices.

ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTS:

The EA analyzes the impacts of construction and operation of the proposed KTeV

facility. The environmental impacts are summarized below.

,,,,_.

Impacts,.of Construction-

Some excavated soil north of the existing target station near the beamline is
w.

expectedto be activatedabove the natural radioactivebackground. Such soil would

be segregated from non-radi0activesoil and protected to prevent creating small

amounts of airborne radioactivity or radioactive runoff from precipitation. In

order to minimizethe creationof additionalradioactivesoils, this excavatedsoil

will be reused as backfill at the site. It is expected that the constructionwill

disturb th_ existing earthen berm. Siltation and erosion controls will be
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instituted during construction. There are no protected species or known

archeological resources in the project impact area. Construction noise levels

would be typical oF previous fixed target construction activities, due to the

occasionaloperation of excavationequipment, trucks, and cranes. Minimal impacts

are anticipated.

,t.

HumanHealth -Workers:

ConstructionImpacts. The 12 technical workers involvedwith the reconfiguration

of elements in the target enclosure, as well as the 12 workers involved in the

excavationof activatedsoils,will be monitored for possible exposure to low level

radiation. Generallyeach worker will be expectedto have an exposure rate of much

less than 100 mrem per year for this 3-month activity;this is significantlyless

than the DOE applicableexposureIimit of 5000 mrem per year for radiationworkers.

In comparison, the averagedose from natural sources is over 300 mrem per year.

A risk assessmentbased on the maximally exposedworker (NM2configurationworkers,

assuming a dose of 25 mrem per year) indicates that there would be no induced

fatalities or health effects attributableto this exposure level.

,_,_..

Operational Impacts. Experimentalpersonnel and operation workers will also be

monitored to control exposureto low level radiation. An estimated populationof

50 experimentalworkers are expected to be involved in a non-continuous 10-year
..

operationof the proposed experiment. Followingthe same type of analysisused in

the construction section above, there will be no induced health effects

attributableto operation activities of this experiment.



Impactsof Normal Operation of KTeV:

Penetratingradiation will be present only during the operation of the isolated

KTeV beamline due to the interactionof the beam With objects such as targets,

collimators,beam absorbersor other material the beammight strike. The radiation

particleswill be shieldedby combinationsof soil, concrete, steel and by keeping

many of the particles below grade level. The amount of shielding is determinedby

the requirements for containing the full intensity loss of the beam and the

maintenanceof desired radiation limits outside the shield. The soi'lsurrounding

the target station can become activated due to the neutron component of the

penetratingradiation. The subsequentleaching of this radioactivityand transport

to the underlyingaquiferwill not result in ground water concentrationsabove the

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) limits. Calculationshave been performedto

determine the amount of steel and concrete shielding necessaryto protect the soil

and aquifer around the target station to a level below the EPA limits that insure

that the resultingcommitted effectivedose equivalent is no more than 4 mrem per

year.

"_.

KTeV coolingwater will be kept separate from all other circulating water. This

"closed-loop" circulating water in a system for thermally cooling the target
..

station magnets and beam absorbers,will become activateddue to the targetingof
..

the beam. The primary isotope is tritium. Calculations indicate that the

concentrationsin this water will be five times greater than the DOE surfacewater

discharge limits. Consequently secondary containment for this proposed facility

will be provided. Experience with existing systems in the experimental area

provides for an effective design that diverts any leaking closed-loop water to a
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retentionpit for analysis. If the concentration is below allowable limits, it

will be released via surface ditches to Casey's Pond, a recirculative cooling

system for the Fermi Main Injector,the Tevatron, and other existing fixed target

experiments. Casey's Pond is the primary source bf water for fire protection

sprinklersystems,cryogeniccompressors,air conditioningfor research areas, and

heat exchangersthroughout the fixed target areas. If the concentration exceeds
-qb

allowable limit,s,.the water will be collected for disposal as radioactive waste.

No significantimpacts are expected.

The air insidethe target station can become activateddue to the passage of the

beam through it. The expected airborne activity released by the proposed KTeV

operations was determined by scaling from the measured activity released at the

intensity of protons delivered during the previous NM2 target operations, to the

intensityof protons expected to hit the KTeV target. The increase is anticipated

to be 58.7 Curies, from 21.3 Curies released from the existing NM2 target station

in CY 1991, to 80 Curies anticipatedfor the KTeV target. Consequently,the KTeV

experiment can be expected to contribute about 0.02 mrem per year to the off-site

dose due to airborne activit£, The allowable limit is IO mrem per year, based upon

the EPA standard for airborne radionuclide emissions from DOE facilities. No

health effectsto the public are expected.

o.

Impacts of Off-Normal Operation of l(TeV:

The target and beam absorberswill be designed to acceptthe full machine intensity

without going beyond radiation guidelines. Based upon Fermilab Radiological

ControlManual criteria, sufficient shieldingexists along the beamline to protect

workers and the environment in the event the ful_____llprimary proton beam from the
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Fermilab acceleratoris transportedto some region other than the normal targeting

area. The geometry of the primary beam transport also eliminates the possibility

of proton pulses reaching the experimental hall or striking the experimental

apparatus. Control room occupants could have an exposure rate of 0.0087 mrem/hr

in the event of inadvertenttransport of a single full intensitypulse to the KTeV

target, which is six times the normal operating dose. Off-normal events are

extremely rare, less than one pulse in 10,000 based on operating history. No

excess health effects are expected to workers from off-normal operations.

Cumulative Impacts:

While the proposed actionwill result in an increase in air activation due to the

NM2 target station, this increase will be largely offset by a corresponding

reduction in the number of target station cites at the laboratory (i.e.,

eliminationof kaon physics at the MCenter site), and by improvementsin radiation

protectionat the NM2 target station. The cumulativeeffect due to air activation

has been calculated as an increase in the maximum effectivedose rate to a member

of the public residing off-site, from 0.028 to 0.039 mrem per year. This results

in a cumulative increase ove_ the CY Iggl fixed target run of 0.011 mrem, which is

0.1% of the allowable limit of 10 mrem per year. The cumulative effects of not

using the MCenter target station, and reconfiguring the NM2 target station also

include improvedcontainmentof the penetrating radiationand decreasing the rate

of soil activation around the target. Minimal cumulative impacts are expected.
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DETERMINATION:

Based on the analysis in the EA, the DOE has determined that the proposed

construction and operation of the KTeV facility at Fermilab does not constitute a

major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the humanenvironment

within the meaning of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Therefore,

the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement on the proposed action is not

required.

PUBLIC AVAILABILITY: Copies of this EA (DOE/EA-0898) are available from:
• .. ...,

Andrew E. Mravca, Manager
Batavia Area Office
U. S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 2000
Batavia, IL 60510
(708) 840-3281

For further informationregarding the DOE NEPA process, contact:

Carol M. Borgstrom, Director
Office of NEPA Oversight
U. S. Department of Energy
1000 IndependenceAvenue, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20585
(202) 586-4600 or (800) 472.-.2756

Issued in Washington D.C this /_-I'_, . "_" day of December, 1993.

,d

Tl'ra O'Toole, M.D., M.P.H.
Assistant Secretary
Environment,Safety and Health
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I.0 INTRODUCTION

The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) is a Federal research
laboratory owned and supported by DOE and operated by UniversitiesResearch
Association,Inc. aconsortiumof72universities. The Fermilabcomplexincludes
a village, an office center, research centers, underground structures and
equipment for performing physics experiments. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic
layout of the main Fermilabaccelerator,called the Tevatron,the experimental
areas and the location of the FermilabMain InjectorProject.

The high energyphysicsprogramat Fermilabinvestigatesthe structureof matter
by using the collisionsof particlesto create new matterwhich is studiedusing
complexand large detectors. Two complementaryways of study using the Tevatron
are the "fixedtarget experiments"and the "colliderexperiments." The Tevatron
acceleratesa collimated collectionof particles called a "particle beam" or
commonly "beam." In the fixed target experimentsthis beam of protons from the
Tevatron strikes a stationary target made of ordinary matter. The collision
producessubatomicparticleswhich survivefor short periodsof time (very small
fractionsof a second). Various techniquesallow particularforms of the newly
formed matter to be selectivelyexaminedby collectingspecificparticles into
other well-definedbeams directed intoexperimentaldetectors. In the collider
mode of operation,two counter rotatingbeams in the Tevatron pass througheach
other at a point in the middle of a detector. A few particlesfrom each beam
strike each other producingnew forms of matter which are then studiedby this
detector.

The long and arduoustask of startingan experimentat Fermilabrequiresa number
of stages. Scientists, most of whom are physicists, collectivelyconsider
investigatinga particular physics topic. These independent groups called
experimentalcollaborations,can have 50 to 500 people working on a single
experiment, and typically contain representatives from many universities
throughoutthe world. The collaborationproposes to perform an experiment at
Fermilab. This proposal includes a specified topic, experimentaldetector
design, and operationalrequirements. Next, an independentreview committee
composedof a few physicistsfrom many Universitiesand laboratories,evaluates
the proposal and submits a recommendationto the Director of Fermilab. This
processcan take up to one year. Subsequently,with the Director'sapproval,the
collaborationcan begin in earnest to collect resources,design and build the
apparatus,and test many parts of the detector,at their home institutionsand
at the test facilitiesat Fermilab. This stage also can take more than a year
to complete. With severalexperimentsapprovedto operateat the same time, each
collaboration must be prepared to perform their experiment at the agreed
scheduled time, and for the agreeddurationto effectivelyutilizethe Fermilab
accelerator.The durationof experimentscan vary, but many experimentslast for
a number of years dependingon the programmaticconstraintsof the laboratory
program and the experiment.

1 KTeV EA
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2.0 PURPOSEANDNEED

The continuing efforts of the DOE in technological and academic work has led to
a vigorous research program in physics. The main effort of the DOE's high energy
physics program during the next several years investigates the basis of the
current understanding of subatomic matter and what lies beyond it. 1

The peer review process described in Section 1.0 has lead to a proposed new
experiment called KTeV (Kaons at the Tevatron). The collaborating scientists
propose to search for an understanding of the violation of a fundamental symmetry
in nature, which depends on the electric charge of the particles and their
properties under spatial reflection. These collective properties are called CP,
where C stands for charge and P stands for parity.

Nearly 30 years ago a violationof this symmetrywas discovered in the study of
the K meson. It appeared as a rare (one in a thousand) decay of a neutral
(uncharged) K meson into two particles rather than into the usual three
particles. At the time of its discovery this violationwas not understood.
Although some current concepts of the structure of nature incorporate this
phenomena, scientists would like to distinguish between the alternate
explanationsof the source of this symmetry violation;perhaps the truth lies
outside of all the current ideas.

The study of the neutral K meson has been going on at Fermilab for nearly 20
years. The proposedKTeV projectadvancesthat line of study by continuingthe
searchfor the originsof the symmetryviolation. Additionallyother aspectsof
neutralK meson decays could be studied in greater detail, further testing in
other ways, the current conceptsof the structureof matter.

To continuethe study, scientistsrequirean improvedsourceof kaons (thebeam)
and a more sensitive instrumentto measure them (the detector). The beamline
would containmore high energy kaons and fewer particlesother than kaons. The
detector,which consistsof severalsubsystems,would be constructedaccording
to improveddesigns based on the previous years of experience in the earlier
experiments. KTeV would remain the forefrontfacilityfor studying kaons well
into the next decade.

3.0 THE KTEV FACILITY (PROPOSEDACTION) ANDALTERNATIVES

3.1 Description of the Proposed Action

The U. S. Departmentof Energy(DOE)proposesto modifyone of the existingfixed
target beamlines at Fermilab to accommodate an experimentalresearch program
involvingthe study of a particular subatomic particle,the neutral K meson
(kaon)producedwith the main Fermilabaccelerator,the Tevatron. The proposed
actionis to constructand bring into operationa new experimentcalled Kaons at
the Tevatron (KTeV). The KTeV facilitywould be the facility dedicatedto the
KTeV experiment. The KTeV experiment would be the only approved experiment

2 KTeV EA



allowed or scheduled for running in this facility. Any future use of thls
facilitywould requirethe administrativeapprovalof the Directorof Fermilab,
and would undergo a separateNEPA review.

3.1.1 Locationof the ProposedAction

The KTeV facilitywould be constructedby modifyingthe existing NeutrinoArea
Muon beamlineto accommodatethe plannedkaon experimentalprogram. A layoutof
the area of this proposedaction is illustratedin Figure3.1. Appendix A is an
aerial photographof Fermilabshowingthe same region of the experimentalareas
where the proposedaction would be located. Both the figure and the photograph
showexistingbuildings,roads,and enclosures;a dotted outlineof the proposed
new constructionis includedin Figure3.]. Includedin the projectare changes
to the elements of the existing NM2 target hall, a new decay enclosure, a new
experimental hall, and a new counting house (control room/computer and
electronicsarea). Differentelementsin the existingtargethall would provide
increasedradiationprotection,improvedhandling of the Tevatron beam, as well
as enhanced control of background muon rates in the KTeV detector. The
experimentalhall and counting house would be constructed in the previously
disturbed area downstreamof the NM2 target hall.

3.I.2 Construction

The proposed project site is in a 2.5 to 3.0 acre region that contains the
existing NM beamline which was associated with a previous fixed-target
experiment. The primary particle beam transport system would be assembled
entirely within existing beamlineenclosures that are located below grade and
have radiationshieldingthat conformsto the criteriaspecifiedin the Fermilab
Radiological Control Manual. Where possible the new beamline would use
componentsfrom other beamlineson site that no longer requirethem.

Figure 3.2 shows the existing NM2 target hall and a conceptual layout of the
improvedtarget hall for this proposal. This designdoes not requirestructural
changes to the enclosure. The targeting station for the proposed experiment
would be assembledwithin the existingenclosure (NM2) that currentlycontains
the target stationfor the Fermilabmuon beam. This approximately2000 square
foot area would accommodatea new target station and increasedshielding. The
existing target station within the enclosure would be disassembled and its
components, which include target components, magnets, support stands, and
surrounding steel and concreteshielding,would be removedfor storageelsewhere
on-siteor incorporatedinto the new targetstation,where possible,to minimize
the creation of new radioactivematerial. Any excess (low level) activated
componentsor materialsremovedwould be transferredto an approvedDOE disposal
facility. Temporary storage, if necessary, is available at the Fermilab
railhead, more than 2 miles from Wilson Hall. The railhead is an 11 acre
restricted-access(fenced)area with sensor alarms,locks and interlocks,which
is continuouslypatrolledby Fermilabsecuritypersonnel.

Concreteand steel shieldingwould be installedwithin the enclosureto keep soil
and ground water activation,primarily3H and 22Na,within the limits prescribed
by the FermilabRadiologicalControlManual2 (i. e. for communitydrinkingwater
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suppliesof 20 pCi per ml for aH and 0.4 pCl per ml for 22Na,and the discharge
limits for surfacewaters of 2000 pCi per ml for aH and 10 pCi per ml for 22Na.),
and within the limits prescribedby DOE Orders, and EPA regulations.

Utilitiesneeded in this area would includeextensionsof the servicesalready
present and needed for a primary beam target system including: radiation
monitoring,water flow and water temperaturemonitoring, electricity,remote
computer controls and communications.

The proposed new KTeV experimentalhall and counting house would require new
constructionon the proposed site using an area approximately6/10 of an acre,
with the experimentalequipmentlocateddownstreamof a nearly 3200 square foot
decay enclosure. This new decay enclosure (containingthe evacuatedtube where
particlesdecay to photons)would utilizean existingbuildingby extendingboth
the south and the north ends of the 50 foot long NM3 enclosure. The proposed
civil constructionplan is illustratedin Figure3.3. The dashed lines indicate
new construction,while the solid lines indicate existing structures. The
counting house would be constructed at ground level, separated from the
experimental hall by appropriate shielding. According to the current
(preliminary)design,the experimentalhall would be approximately55 feet high,
with the floor approximately23 feet below grade. The beam would pass through
the experimentalhall approximately8 feet above the floor, with appropriate
shielding to ensure that all areas conform to the Fermilab ES&H policies on
shielding,whichmeet DOE requirements.Utilitiesof the experimentalhallwould
includewater,sanitary,electric,safetymonitoringand communicationutilities,
and would be extended from existingenclosures.

The experimentalhall would requiredestructionof the existing24 foot long NM4
enclosure. The NM4 enclosureis an undergroundblockhouse,8 feet x 6 feet x 24
feet (see Figure 3.1), containing a quadrupolemagnet previously used in the
focusing system for the muon beam. The volume of slightly radioactive (see
Section5.1.1)concreteblock wastewhich would be generatedby demolitionof the
I foot thick walls is estimatedat 80 cubic yards.

3.1.3 Pre-Operation

Prior to KTeV operation,all facilityconstructionwould be completedas well as
installation and commissioning of the new particle beamline and detector
components. Shielding designs at Fermilab are done using standard computer
programs(seeSection5.2.1)which have been extensivelyverifiedexperimentally
at Tevatron energies up to go0 GeV. Prior to commissioning,the beamline and
experimentalhall shieldingwould be certified as complete and sufficientto
allow KTeV operationwithin the requiredsafetyenvelope,accordingto DOE Order
5480.25, Safety of Accelerator Facilities and DOE Order 5480.11 Radiation
Protectionfor OccupationalWorkers,the FermilabRadiationControlManual, and
Fermilab ResearchDivision safety and beam operationGuidelines.

An approvedlaboratoryoperationalreadinessclearance,experimentertrainingas
defined by laboratoryConduct of Operationsrequirements,and subsystemsafety
reviewsmust be completedbefore beam could be used for KTeV operation.
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3.1.4 Operation

Operationof the KTeV facility would comply with standard Fermilab safety and
beam operation guidelines. Beam interlock safety systems, approved running
conditions, and on-shiftOperations personnelwould be required for KTeV beam
operation.

Beam intensityfor the primaryproton beam and secondaryparticlebeam would be
maintainedwithin normaloperationlevelsapprovedby the LaboratoryDirectorin
accordance with Fermllab Radiation Control Manual requirements. The maximum
primary proton beam intensityachievedto date at Fermilab is 3 x 1013protons.
Normal operationof the KTeV primary proton beam would be 5 x 1012protonson
target. The expectedsecondaryparticlebeam (downstreamof the target)would
be on the order of 2 x I08. The target enclosurewould be adequatelyshielded
to acceptoff-normalconditionsinwhich the entire beam isdeliveredto the KTeV
primary target without exceeding Fermilab radiationsafety guidelines. These
conditions are discussed in Section 5.

The operationof a fixed target beamline at Fermilab begins at the extraction
region of the acceleratorand throughthe switchyard. The switchyardis a system
of electrostaticand magnetic elements that split the Tevatron primary proton
beam into separateprimaryprotonbeams for the three primaryexperimentalareas
(Meson,Neutrino,and Proton)of the fixedtarget laboratory,as shown in Figure
1.1 . These elementscan manipulatethe particlebeams becausethe protonshave
an electriccharge. In general,each separateprimaryproton beam is transported
to an individualtargetstationor experiment. Before hittingthe targets,the
proton beams are usuallydistinguishedonly by their size and intensity,and are
often matchedto a particulartarget type and size for that experiment. Targets
are usually a small piece of metal and the beam spot size can range from less
than I millimeterto I or 2 centimeters. In this proposedaction,for example,
the target would be approximatelyI millimeterthick, 2.5 centimetershigh and
30 centimeterswide. After the protonbeam hits the target, it is dumped. The
secondary particle beam is selected from the particles produced by the
interactionof the primaryproton beam and the target, and is selected in the
direction of the experimentaldetector in the experimentalhall to perform the
experiment.

Some of the beam elements necessaryfor transportingthe primary beam from the
switchyardto the proposedNM2 KTeV targetstationare shown in Figure3.2. The
first element is a device that allows the operatorsto determinethe beam size
at the entranceto the enclosure,followed by a string of electromagnets. The
dipole magnets providethe capabilityof moving the beam in a plane, i.e. east
and west or up and down. These devices therefore position the beam on the
target. The "quads"or quadrupolemagnets allow the beams to be focusedon the
target. The effect of the quadrupolemagnet on a charged particle beam is a
direct analogyto the focusof a visiblelight beamthroughan opticallens. The
target pile would consist of a target 30 centimeterslong followedby a series
of magnets and a large piece of material that absorbs the primary beam. The
magnets located after the target,sweep away many of the charged particlesthat
are producedleavingprimarilya neutralparticlesecondarybeam. The kaonsfor
use in the experimentare allowed to pass throughholes in absorbers known as
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collimators, and thus define the kaon beamwhich finally reaches the experimental
detector.

The operation cycle occurs whenbeam is scheduled or whenbeam is being extracted
to the area. Operation of the beamline amounts to turning on or turning off the
systems that control the electromagnets and monitoring devices. Operation of the
computer controlled power supplies and detection equipment is accomplished
remotely. Cooling water systems and radiation are also remotely monitored. Loss
monitoring connected to the interlock system would discontinue beam extraction
if the ambient radiation levels exceed a preset dose rate based upon the Fermilab
Radiological Control Hanual. 2 These operation activities occur at the beginning
of the operation cycle and this cycle, generally called a "run", can last for
several months. The beamline enclosures are all physically searched, secured,
interlocked and finally approved for accepting beam in the area. No access is
expected or allowed during operations while the beam is present in an enclosure.
The experimental detector apparatus, power systems, andother computer controlled
systems would be continuously monitored by the experimenters and the operators
throughout the operation cycle. Routine scheduled maintenance activities include
repair of inoperative equipment, radiation surveys during periods that the beam
is off, changing filtersfor the gas and water systems,and adjustmentsof the
air conditioning and vacuum systems for the detector and the beamlines.
Generally,due to continuedoperations,maintenanceof many systemsdo not follow
routine schedules. It is not anticipated that any of these activities are
extensiveor lead to an impact on personnelor the environment.

The hazardousmaterialswhich could be used in the KTeV experimentare lead and
beryllium. Parts of variousindividualdetectors(thevacuum veto ring counters
and the spectrometeranti counters)would be lead. This lead will not intercept
the particle beam, and will not become activated. The total amount of lead is
estimatedto be 39.4 cubic feet. The proposedtargetdescribedin Section3.1.4
is presently.0003cubic feetof beryllium. Non-hazardousalternativesare being
activelypursued.

Kaon physicswould continuefor the durationof the acceleratoroperationas long
as there is useful physics to be performed and with approved experimental
proposals. New ideas and new detector equipmentmay be used in the future as
experimentsprogress.

3.1.5 Decommissioningof ProposedKTeV

Informationnecessary for future decommissioningof KTeV experimentswould be
maintained in compliancewith Laboratorysafety policies. The primary target
areawould containmost of the residualradioactivity,the bulk of which is short
lived isotopes. If not to be reused, the radioactivematerials, the hazardous
materials (lead),and the activatedberylliumwould be removed and disposed of
at the time of decommissioningin accordancewith DOE Order 5820.2A,Radioactive
Waste Management and DOE Order 5400.3 Hazardous and Radioactive Mixed Waste
Program.

3.1.6 ProjectSchedule

Constructionof the proposedKTeV facilitywould be carriedout during calendar
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years 1993 and 1994. The facility would be completed in time for KTeV operation
in the next Fermilab fixed target run currently scheduled for the 1st quarter of
the year 1995. The activities scheduled for the proposed project include the NM2
modifications; the pre-decay enclosure, decay enclosure, experimental hall and
counting house construction; and the experimental detector components assembly,
testing and installation.

The NM2modifications include: design work on the ,ew target station components
to be completed December, 1993; installation and testing during CY 1994 with a
completion date December, 1994.

Site preparation, excavation and construction of the pre-decayenclosure and the
decay enclosure would start March 1994, and be completed August 1994.

Site preparation, excavation, and construction of the experimental hall and
counting house, including demolition of the underground blockhouse NM4, would
start November 1993 and be completed December 1994.

Someof the experimental componentswould be procured, staged in a laboratory
assembly building and tested prior to installation in the detector hall also
scheduled for December 1994. Many of the activities could be carried out
simultaneously since the areas are physically well separated.

3.1.7 New or Modified Permitsand Licenses

There are no new or modifiedpermitsand licensesanticipatedfor this project.
The NESHAPpermit,which expires8/28/94,would be maintainedcontinuouslyprior
to the commissioning of KTeV in 1995. The anticipated increase in air
emissions (see Section 5.2.5) from KTeV emissionswould fall within the limits
set by the existing NESHAPpermit,which are 100 Curies per year average and up
to 900 Curies per year maximum. The permit includesthe existing stack for the
NM2 target hall.°

3.2 Alternatives

Several alternatives for the KTeV facility were considered, besides the Muon
beamline site. These were determined to not be feasible because of beam
intensity limitations, close proximity to other fixed target experiments, and
limiting the physics capability due to other program commitments.

3.2.1 No Action Alternative

The no action alternativewould be no constructionor operation of the KTeV
facility. Since there are no other experimentsapprovedfor the NM beamlineor
the MCenterbeamline,the no actionalternativeassumesno use of these beamlines
in the next fixed targetrun. Althoughthe futureof the MCenter beamline,where
the Kaon Physics program has been located, is independentof KTeV, increased
intensityneeds of the kaonexperimentsand improvedmuon rejectionrequirements
make continuingkaon experimentationin the MCenterbeamlinenot feasible. Also
the close proximity of beam facilities adjacent to the MCenter beamline, and
limitedberm shielding for higher intensityexperiments,also preclude the use
of this area for experimentssimilar to the proposed action. As previously
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discussed in Section 1.0, use of beamltnes is determined by new proposals and the
programmatic needs of the laboratory. Current schedules during the next
operation period include using the MPolarized beamline as a test beam for
coll ider detector development. The MCenter beamline and the MPolartzed beamline
are not designed to operate simultaneously.

3.2.2 Construction within Existing Fixed Target Areas

Construction of KTeV at new sites in the meson areas: MCenter, MEast, and
MPolartzed beamltnes was considered, (see Figure 1.1). These beamltnes are all
located near the surface of the ground. Although they have different features,
their location near the surface is a common, compelling characteristic that
limits each beam as an alternative. Relocating any of them further below the
surface to achieve adequate shielding from muons in the relatively congested
meson area would be infeasible.

The Neutrino MuonExperimental Hall (enclosure NMS) is an existing experimental
hall located at the end of the existing below-grade NMbeamline about 5000 feet
north (downstream) of the proposed action. Siting the proposed action in NMS
would require use of the NMRtarget station or construction of a new target
station. In over a dozen areas along the NM beamline, extra earthen shielding
would have to be added to upgrade the current secondary particle beam shield to
accommodatethe transport of primary proton beam to a new downstream target
station. The position of the new target station for the Neutrino MuonHall would
be close to an existing commerce access roadway, thus requiring not only the
increased shielding, but possibly the relocation of the roadway.

3.2.3 Construction at Another Site at Fermilab

A new site for KTeV outside of the fixed target areas was rejected due to the
increased resources which would be required, and complications of adapting the
primary beamSwitchyard system for newbeamlines. The Switchyard system provides
the mechanism for splitting the beamfrom the Tevatron into a number of proton
beams, and redirecting them to the three beamareas and subsequently as many as
15 secondary beamlines. Readapting this system for a new beamline would require
shutting off the fixed target areas, and reconfiguring the Switchyard. This
would require an interruption in the ongoing experimental program and thus is
considered infeasible. Use of an existing beamline for KTeV provides the best
solution for these concerns.

3.2.4 Other DOEFacilities

Siting of the KTeV programat anotherDOE facilitywith an existingkaon physics
program, such as the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven
National Laboratory(BNL),is not feasibledue to the limitedkaon beam energies
availableat facilitiesother than Fermilab. The advantageof KTeV at Fermilab
arises primarily from the higher energy of the particles produced. The
sensitivityis a measure of the capability of distinguishingthe signals for
study from the signalsdue to background. For a lower energy BNL experiment,
there is a notable loss in sensitivity, increased particle background, and
degraded resolution.
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The secondary beamenergy comparable to that existing at Fermtlab and necessary
for the proposed experiment, would require the construction of a new facility
producing a particle beamwhich has nearly 30 times the energy available at any
other existing DOEaccelerator facility. Without such energy the experimental
compromiseswould preclude the ability of KTeV to reach its fundamental physics
goals if staged at another DOE facility. Modification of such a facility to
match the Fermilab fixed target facility was considered not feasible. Therefore
this alternative was not considered further.

4.0 THE AFFECTEDENVIRONMENT

4.1 Site Description

Fermilab is located about 38 miles west of downtownChicago, IL (Figure 4.1) in
western DuPage and eastern Kane counties. The entire laboratory site consists
of approximately 6800 acres, and is situated in an area of mixed residential,
business and agricultural land use. Figure 4.2 summarizes the population data
in the vicinity."

The 2.5 to 3.0 acre site for the KTeV project includes existing enclosures and
6/10 of an acre for construction of the proposed new experimental hall, counting
house and decay enclosure. The site is located in the muonbeamline of the Fixed
Target Area, between roads A, and C-West, and bordered on the south by the NM2
target hall and on the north by the NM5 enclosure. This area is currently
occupied by various buildings and earthen structures associated with the high
energy physics program at Fermilab (see Figure 3.1 and Appendix A). All original
contours in this area have been disturbed, and replaced by shielding berms, paved
areas, buildings and artificial waterways. Surveys have identified no
archeological resources in the project area. Vegetation consists primarily of
introduced eurasian grasses, cover species for bank stabilization (e.g., crown
vetch) on berm surfaces, and some isolated trees. Fish and Wildlife Service has
confirmed that no endangered or threatened species inhabit the project area, and
there are no critical habitats or wetlands present. 5

The laboratoryhas 2200employees,includingphysicists,administrators,clerical
staff, engineers,technicians,etc. In 1991, the laboratoryhad approximately
74,000 day visitors, not including 1400 temporary experimenters. The vast
majority of the employees are located in Wilson Hall (adjacentto the Linac,
Figure 1.1), approximately2 miles southwestof theNM area. The visitorsgo to
Wilson Hall for activities,self-guidedtours, and business. The experimenters
are not localizedin any one area, but are distributedthroughoutthe site,e.g.
the fixed target and collidingbeams experimentalareas. The constructionareas
are confinedto constructionworkersand laboratorypersonnelwho are engaged in
the administrationor monitoringof constructionactivities.

4.2 Climatology and Air Quality

Extensiveweather data for the Fermilab site were reported in the SSC Site in
Illinois Proposal e. The predominant wind direction is southerly; wind
direction from the southwest quadrant occurring with almost a 50% frequency
(Figure4.3). Average annualprecipitationat Fermilabis 30 to 35 inches,with
roughly 2/3 of the total falling in the period from April ] to September3,
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primarilyassociatedwith thunderstormactivity.

Airborne radionuclidesare released from target stations in the Fixed Target
Experimentalareas aswell as the Antiprotonsource. During 1991, total airborne
radionuclideemissionsamountedto 45.3Curiesfrommonitoredstacksin the Fixed
Target Area, and an additionalestimated 11.8 Curies from unmonitoredstacks.
The Antiproton Source accountedfor 50.0 Curies in 1991.4 However, this stack
is not within or adjacentto the proposed projectsite.

A computerprogramcalled CAP88-PCwas used to model the radioactivesourcesand
calculatedose assessmentsfrom these data, in accordwith EPA regulations. The
maximumeffectivedose equivalentto a memberof the public at the site boundary
for 1991 was 0.028 mrem, well below the standardof 10 mrem per year set by the
NationalEmissionStandardfor HazardousAir Pollutants(NESHAP). These data are
representativeof data for the previous four years.

There are no importantsourcesof non-radiologicalairborneemissions,eitherin
the proposed project site, or at the laboratory as a whole. Fermilab holds
radiologicalair release permits and air pollutionpermits from the Illinois
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency to cover open burning for land managementand
prairie restoration,nitrogen oxide emissionsfrom boilers, and total organic
emissionsfromdegreasers. There have been no knowninstancesof non-compliance.

4.3 Ground Water

The hydrogeologicregime at the Fermilab site can be characterizedby an upper
aquifer comprised of a thick glacial till hydraulically connected to the
underlyingSilurian dolomite at approximately60-100 feet below ground level.
Beneath the dolomite is the MaquoketaShale which acts as a hydraulic barrier
isolatingthe upper aquiferfrom lower water- bearingunits. The glacialtill
consistsprimarilyof low permeabilityclays and isolatedpocketsof silts,sands
and gravels. A basal layer of sand and gravel combinedwith a fracturedupper
bedrockunit typifies the interfacebetweenglacialsediments and the bedrock.
This basal layer and the lower dolomite are highly productive and are commonly
used for ground water extraction. The water table is located in glacial till
within 10 feet of the ground surface. Perchedwater zones are commonwithin the
glacial till and may result in local water levels near the ground surface.
Hydraulicpermeabilityin the glacial till is typicallylow, generallyfrom I0"e
to 10Scm per second.8 Permeabilitywithin the basal till and dolomite are
considerablygreater. The groundwater gradient is roughlynorth to southwith
a possible east-westdivide occurring in the southernone-third of the site.
Limited testing confirms the general hydraulic properties of the glacial
sedimentsas describedabove. However,there is a lack of knowledgeof specific
hydraulicproperties at specificlocationsdue to the sporadic occurrenceand
irregularityof layers of silt, sand, and gravel.

During 1988, Fermilabinvestigatedpossibledownwardmigrationof radioactivity
from activatedsoils in the vicinity of the NeutrinoArea primary target (the
highest intensitytarget in the experimentalarea). At the depth of boring S-
1059, located approximately40 feet directly under the target area, some soil
sampleswere found with evaporated soil moisture concentrationsof tritium as
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high as 43 pCt per ml, well above the standard (20 pCi per ml) for community
drinkingwater supplies._ The Silurianaquifer is the most shallowaquiferused
as a source of ground water and it lies at a depth of between 65 feet and 225
feet.e Studies of radionuclide production cross sections and leaching
characteristicsof Fermilab soil have shown the principalaccelerator-produced
radionuclidesof concernare 3H and 22Na.9 These radionuclideshave relatively
short half-lives of 12.3 years and 2.6 years, respectively. The Fermilab
modelI°assumesthat the entire leachablefractionof each radionuclideproduced
in "unprotected"regionsof soilwill migrate verticallyto the aquiferat rates
of 7 feet per year for 3H and 3.1 feet per year for "'Na. No soil activatedat
Fermilabhas ever caused any aquifercontaminationto a detectionlimit of I pCi
per ml.7

In order to verify that no significant migration of 3H and 22Na into the
surrounding soil and groundwater has occurred, Fermilab has conducted a
comprehensiveprogramof groundwatermonitoringfor radioactivitysince 1972,the
resultsof which are contain in Fermilab's annual Site EnvironmentalReports.
The samplesare analyzed in a manner which would detect levels resulting in a
dose of 0.4 mrem per year to an individualconsuming2 litersper day of drinking
water, which is one tenth of the U.S. EPA's drinkingwater standard for members
of the general public. This monitoring program has found no measurable
accelerator-producedradioactivityin any of the groundwatermonitoringwells on
the Fermilab site. Fermilabon-site monitoringwells are located between the
sourcesof potentialcontaminationand the site boundary.

4.4 Sotl

Soil inthe proposedprojectsite ishighlydisturbed,consistinglargelyof fill
materialsdeposited during constructionof the existing buildings, roads, and
other structures in the area. Fermilab analyzes soil samples from several
locationsto detectthe possibleaccumulationof contaminantsfrom the deposition
of airborne and/or waterborne radioactive effluents released by Fermilab
activities. Samplingproceduresare documentedin the EnvironmentalProtection
ProceduresManual. Soil excavatedfromregionswithin a few feet of the existing
beamline may be slightly activated,with the regions closest to the beamline
being the most radioactive. Previous experience from other excavationsnear
beamlineson site indicatesthat the radioactivityin the soil can range from
naturalbackground levels (0.01 mrem per hour) up to about 2 mrem per hour on

contactdepending on theiproximityto a beam loss point and the intensityand
duration of such losses.I

4.5 SurfaceWater

There are no naturally occurring surface water systems within the proposed
projectsite. In the KTeV experimentalarea, the only surfacewater consistsof
stormwaterrunoff ditches. These ditches convey stormwaterin a northeasterly
direction to Casey's Pond, where the runoff is incorporated into the
recirculativecoolingsystem. Casey'sPonddischargesintosurfaceditcheswhich
discharge into Kress Creek, a tributary of the DuPage River. The ditches are
depicted in Figures 3.1 to 3.4. Evaporationfrom Casey's Pond is the primary
means of coolingfor the fixed targetexperimentalareaand the Tevatron. Future
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expansion of Casey's Pond is needed to support other proposed fixed target and
Tevatron experiments, as well as to correct exceedences of Illtnots water quality
thermal effluent standards. The expansion is not directly connected to the
proposed KTeV, which would use existing air towers to cool the water in the
closed loop circulating system rather than cooling water from Casey's Pond.
Storm water runoff collects in a series of constructed open ditches and is
conveyed in a northeasterly direction to Casey's Pond, and ultimately into Kress
Creek and off-site. The ditches already in place are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.3, indicating their relative location to the proposed site. Analysis of
Kress Creek samples taken in June, 1991 indicated that all water quality
parameters were within general use water quality standards. 12 The Fish and
Wildlife Service has confirmed that there are no jurisdictional wetlands in or
around the proposed site, and this site is not in a floodplain. 6 Although the
KTeV is outside the lO0-year floodplain, Casey's Pondand the proposed expansion
site are within the floodplain.

5.0 ENVIRONMENTALCONSEQUENCESOF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND
ALTERNATIVES

This sectiol describes the anticipated environmental consequences of the
construction, operation, and decommissioning of the KTeV beamline and
experimentalhall at the proposedactionlocated along the existingNM beamline
in the fixed-targetexperimentalareas at Fermilab.

5.1 Construction

The proposed modification of the existing facilities north of NM2, the decay
region and the proposed newexperimental hall are expected to follow conventional
construction activities for previously disturbed experimental areas at Fermilab.
Safety and environmental monitoring of materials, handling of activated soils,
noise and personnel activities and equipment must comply with established safety
procedures. 13 Due to their distance away from the proposed action, Fermilab
employees, visitors and non-KTeV experimenters would not be impacted by the
construction activities.

5.1.1 RadiologicalEffects

Excavationactivitiesat the proposedsitewould be confinedto the region north
of the targetstation for the purposeof constructingthe secondarybeamline and
experimental hall. Excavation activities would include uncovering and
demolishingthe existingNM4 blockhouse,which is currentlylocatedat the site
proposed for the experimentalhall. The volume of concrete to be removed is
estimatedat 80 cu. yards. A recentradiationsurvey (May1993) of points on the
wall, floor and ceiling insideof the NM4 enclosureindicatedthat the levels of
radiationwere less than 0.5 mrem per hour, and typicallyless than 0.2 mrem per
hour on contact.

The total material (soil and concrete) to be excavated is expected to be
approximately35,000 cubic yards. The slightlyactivatedmaterial includesthe
concretefrom the NM4 blockhouseas well as the adjacent soil. The volume of
activatedsoil has beenvery conservativelyestimatedto lie in an annularregion
3 feet around the enclosureand buried beam pipes, spanningthe length of the
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excavatedareas. The activatedmaterial(soiland concrete)amountsto less than
800 cubic yards, or roughly 2.5% of the total soil excavatedfor the project.
Due to absorptionby the concrete walls, radiation levels in the soil that
surrounds the enclosurewill be much less than (less than 10% of) the levels
found insidethe enclosure. The concrete,removed in large chunks remotely (by
backhoe) would be truckedto the securerailheadarea (see Section3.1.2). The
soil would be segregatedif the measuredradioactivityexceedsbackground(0.01
mrem per hour) by approximately0.020 mrem (twice background and therefore
reasonablymeasurable).The 3 foot perimeter,however,is onlyused for purposes
of estimating the amount of radioactivesoil; however, given the imprecise
methods used in the excavation,the total amountof soil segregated(cleanmixed
in with contaminated)likely would be more.

This slightlyactivatedsoilwould be stockpiledon a closedasphaltroad at the
work site, isolatedfrom personneland road traffic,and kept coveredwith a few
inchesof non-radioactivesoil or a layer of plasticto preventpossiblecreation
of small amounts of airborne radioactivitydue to resuspensionor waterborne
radioactivitydue to run-off from rainfall. Previousexperiencewith activated
soil from other excavationshas shown thatno airborneradioactivityis detected
for soil activationlevelsbelow about2 mrem per hour. Similarly,water samples
taken of run-offfrom excavatedsoilpiles or from significantpools of standing
water followingrainfallshowedconcentrationsless than 10 pCi per ml for 3Hand
0.3 pCi per ml for 22Na. These are below the limits for communitydrinkingwater
supplies of 20 pCi per ml for SH and 0.4 pCi per ml for 22Na_and well below the
dischargelimits for surfacewaters of 2000 pCi per ml for °H and 10 pCi per ml
for 22Na.14 The remainder of the excavated nonradioactive soil would be

stockpiledin a locationwithin the experimentalarea previouslydisturbed.

In order to minimize the creation of additional radioactive soil during
subsequentoperationof the beamline,the excavated radioactivesoil would be
reused as backfillat the site, with the most radioactivesoil being returnedto
the excavationfirst so that it is closestto the beamline. The activatedsoil
is equallyefficientin radiationshieldingas non-activatedsoil, so that this
practice of reusing the slightly activatedsoil in the same area effectively
limits (and minimizes) the total amount of soil impacted in this area.
Monitoringof the area beforeand afterreconstructionensuresthatthis practice
does not lead to any cumulative environmentalimpact. Conventional health
physicspracticessuch as monitoringof equipmentand personnelwould preventthe
potential spreadof any low-levelcontaminationbeyond the work site.

Personnel associatedwith the constructionphase of the project would include
subcontractorconstructionworkers,and radiationsafetyand conventionalsafety
technicians. There would be a crew estimated at 12 workers involved in the
replacementof the pencil-sizedtarget and reconfigurationof shieldingin NM2,
intermittentlyfor a estimatedtotal time of 3 months. There would also be a
crew of 12 workers for a period of 3 months involvedwith excavation (including
removal of the undergroundNM4 blockhouse).

Technicalworkersinvolvedwith the removaland reconfigurationof the elements
in the NM2 enclosurewould have limitedexposureto radioactivematerials. The
activatedareaswould be identifiedpriorto initiationof activities. Movement
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of shielding would be performed remotely using overhead cranes in the enclosure,
after the target has been removed by Fermilab radiation safety personnel
following guidelines and procedures for handling radioactive materials (e.g.
using long tongs and placed into a shielded box for removal). Moreover, each
worker would be continuously monitored for radiation exposure (e.g. using film
badges, dosimeters, and audible monitors indicating unacceptable dose rates), and
limited to a level of exposure in compliance with Fermilab radiological safety
rules which comply with DOE standards. 2 Generally each NM2 worker would be
expected to receive an exposure of far less than 100 mrem per year for this
activity, which is less than the DOEapplicable exposure limit of 5000 mremper
year for radiation workers. The average dose from natural sources is over 300
mrem per year. 15 If a worker wer___eeexposed to a radiation area for a period of
time that would potentially produce a dose in excess of 100 mremper year (i.e.
25 mrem in the 3-month construction period), the worker would be reassigned.
Using the dose-to-risk factor of 4 x 10" latent cancer fatalities (LCF) per
person-rem, health effect of a maximumdose of 25 mrem to 12 workers would be 1.2
x 10-4 (12 workers x 4 x 10-4 x 25 mrem).

Based upon relevant experience with other construction projects, workers involved
with excavation where there would be possible exposure to low level activated
soil, concrete, and other material would also be expected to receive less than
25 mrem in the 3 month construction period. Worker exposures to radiation under
normal construction activities would be controlled under established procedures
that constrain doses to be limited as required and kept as low as reasonably
achievable. These controls could include personal monitoring, if necessary, as
well as continuous monitoring by Fermilab radiation safety personnel of the
concrete and every shovelful of dirt.

Workersengagedin bothof the constructionactivitiesdiscussedabovewould not
be expected to incur any harmful health effects from radiation exposuresthey
receiveduring this constructionphase of the proposedproject. The term "risk
factor" is used in the following analysis to quantify health effects and
specificallyfatal cancer. An assessmentof the dose of the maximallyexposed
workerwas performedusingthe followingultraconservativeassumptions:that2.5%
of the material (soiland concrete)is contaminated(andthereforeexposure2.5%
of the constructionperiod);that activationlevels in the soil are the maximum
inside the NM4 blockhouse (i.e. 0.05 mrem per hour); and assuming constant
physical contact with the soil and concrete during the 120 hours during the
construction period (8 hours per day, 5 days per week). Based upon these
assumptions,the maximumdose was estimatedat 0.15mrem (0.025x 120 hours x .05
mrem per hour). Using the dose-to-risk factor of 4 x 10.4 latent cancer
fatalities per person-rem,_6 would result in an estimated annual probabilit
of fatal cancer health effects inducedby radiationof approximately7.2 x 10"
latent cancer fatalitiesamong the 12 workers (12workers x 4 x 10.4LCF/person-
rem x 1.5 x 10.4rem). In other words, it is most likely that there would be no
induced fatalities or health effects attributableto even this unexpected
exposure level for the proposed project. Moreover, the dose used in this
calculationis much higher than actual,since the activity of the soil outside
the blockhousewould be much less than the activityinsidethe blockhouse;since
the activity insidethe blockhousewas closerto .15mrem per hour except in two
hot spots; and since the workers would actuallybe a distance of 10 to 20 feet

i
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from the soil, rather than in constant physical contact. The actual dose to
excavation workers would only be minimally, if any, over background. Inhalation
of dust, although a posstble exposure pathway, would make an insignificant
contribution to the maximumexposure rate, based upon the expectation of low
activity in the soil, the distance (approximately 20 feet) of the equipment
operators from the soil, and the non-confined (outdoors) air volume.

New construction matertal would not contain any accelerator radioactivity;
however, workers involved in the construction of new buildings would also be
monitored if appropriate.

5.1.2 Noise

Construction noise levels would be typical of those associated with previous
fixed target area construction activities on site. This would consist of noise
close to the site due to the occasional operation of excavating equipment,
trucks, and cranes. Miscellaneous automobiles and light duty trucks would also
be used. The estimated maximumnoise level at the site boundary (greater than
200 feet away) would be less that 65 dB.

5.1.3 Storm Water Runoff
,i

It is expected that the proposed action would disturb the existing earthen berm
during the construction phase. Erosion and sediment controls would be instituted
according to ES&Hprocedures for sotl erosion and sediment activities.

5.1.4 Cumulative Effects: Construction

The practice of reusing the slightly activated soil in the same area effectively
limits (and minimizes) the total amountof soil impacted in this area. This also
eliminates the potential production of additional waste. Handling of the
slightly activated soil would be limited to excavation and reconstruction
activities only. Personnel exposure levels would still be maintained and kept
as low as reasonably achievable without any exposure accumulation beyond the
limit set by restricting the number of times individuals would handle the
slightlyactivatedsoils. Monitoringof the areabeforeand after reconstruction
ensuresthat this practicedoes not lead to any cumulativeenvironmentalimpact
or cumulative health effects.

Due to a direct separationof over 2.5 miles and betweenthe proposedactionand
the FermilabMain Injectorproject,the two concurrentconstructioneffortswould
not interfereor collectivelyenhance noise levels outsideof their respective
projectsites. Likewise,due to the independentlocationsof the proposedaction
and the Fermilab Main Injectorproject, no cumulativeeffects are expected to
occur regardingstormwater accumulationor control,air qualityeffects. In the
FermilabMain Injectorarea, surfacewater drainage is to the southwest,while
the proposedKTeV projectdrainageis to the northeast. The distancebetweenthe
separate constructionforces for the two projects preclude cumulative worker
health and safety impacts.
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5.2 Normal Operation of KTeV

5.2.1 Penetrating Radiation

Radiation would be produced during the operation of the KTeV beamllne. It would
be generated by the interaction of the KTeV beamwith objects such as targets,
collimators, beamabsorbers or other material which the beammight strike. This
radiation, known as prompt radiation, would be present only when the beam is
operating and consists primarily of neutrons and muons. The neutrons can be
produced in all directions relative to a beam interaction point while the muons
are produced primarily along the direction of the beam.

The neutrons would be shtelded by combinations of soil, concrete, or steel
surrounding the beamltne. Muonradiation, because it is produced in the forward
direction, can be most effectively shielded by keeping the muons below grade
level. The amount of shielding required depends on the duration, energy, and
amount of beam that interacts and the desired level of precaution to be taken
outside the shield. The shielding thicknesses required for KTeV operations are
driven by a potential off-normal, full-intensity loss of the beam from the
accelerator which would produce higher prompt radiation dose rates than normal
operation. (A discussion of the off-normal operation is found in Section 5.3
below).

The KTeV primary and secondarybeam intensitiesduring normal operations (5 x
1012protons per spill primarybeam, 2.3 x 109 secondarybeam), are similarto
those found in other existing fixed target experimentsat Fermilab. Shielding
for neutronswould be designedto complywith the dose rate requirementsof the
FermilabRadiologicalControlManual. The designgoal for the primarybeamline
and target shieldingis specifiedassumingthe worst case accident scenario in
which the full Tevatron intensityof 3 x 1013protonsper spill for 60 spillsper
hour at 900 GeV is lost in a beamlineenclosureor in a buried beam pipe or at
any point in the target enclosure. The design goal was a worst case accident
rate of no more than 10 mrem per hour outside this shield. To meet this goal,
at least 19.5 feet of earth equivalentshieldingis required (e.g. roughly18.3
feet of concrete,or 5.6 feet of steel, based upon materialdensity). The KTeV
targetshieldwould be constructedof steel,40 feet longx 11 feet high x g feet
wide. Fermilab radiationguidelineslimit dose rates due to normal intensity
targetingof 5 x 1012protonson target to 2.5 mrem per hour in accessibleareas
(outsideof fenced areas). Since this rate is a factor of 4 less than the
accidentrate,while the normalintensityis a factorof 6 less than the accident
intensity,it is the accidentrate that is the determiningfactor in the amount
of shieldingrequired. The amount of shieldingnecessaryhas been calculated
using a computer programcalled CASIMI_.

Becauseof the design,muon radiationwould remainbelowgrade level. The target
stationwould be located below grade, while the beam angle at the target would
be directed downward. The target station primary beam absorber would be
magnetized to deflect muons downward and insure that the muons remain below
grade. By keepingthe muons belowgrade level, it is possibleto absorbthe bulk
of them in the earth downstreamof the experimentalhall before they reach the
site boundaryso that off-siteradiationdoses from KTeV operationwould remain
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below the limit of 10 mrem per year. The direction of the muonswould be away
from Wilson Hall, thereby limiting the potential for employee and visitor
exposure to prompt radiation.

5.2.2 Soil and Ground Water Activation

The soil surrounding the target station can becomeactivated due to the neutron
componentof the prompt radiation. The two isotopes of potential concern are aH
and 22Na. The subsequent leaching of this radioactivity and transport to the
underlying aquifer must not result in ground water concentrations above the
DOE/EPA limits, which insure that the resulting committed effective dose
equivalent is no more than 4 mrem per year.

The amount of activation produced in unprotected soil depends on the amountof
steel and concrete shielding installed in the target station. The amount of
shielding necessary has been calculated using a computer program called CASIM,17
combined with a model for the transport of all the leachable radioactivity 8 (see
also Section 4.3) to the underlying aquifer and subsequently to a single well.
The CASIMprogram produces the fraction of time that the isotopes are produced
and the fraction of time that isotopes leach toward the aquifer. The model used
(the single well residence model) makesthe conservative assumptions that all the
leachable radioactivity reaching the ground water is pumpedby a single well at
the rate of 40 gallons per day and that the water from that well is consumedby
a single individual at the rate of 2 liters per day.Sufficient shielding would
be installed to insure that the calculated dose to an individual drinking that
water would not exceed the 4 mremper year limit. No radionuclides were detected
in the nearest well to the boring under the target station discussed in Section
4.3. Note that no accelerator-produced radionuclides have been detected to date
in any well samples taken on the Fermilab site. is

Water in the zone immediately outside the target station enclosure would be
collected through a system of underdrains and piped to sump pits within the
enclosure. Water in the sumppits would be periodically analyzed to determine
the concentration of accelerator-produced isotopes. In addition, samples would
be obtained quarterly from a monitoring well located in the vadose zone below the
targetstationto provideadvanceindicationof the movementof any radioactivity
downward to the aquifer.

5.2.3 Closed-loopCoolingWater

The target station magnet and beam absorber would be cooled by circulating
closed-loopwater through them similar to existing target stations. Typical
cooling system volumes are 50 to 250 gallons. The cooling water becomes
radioactivedue to targetingof the beam, and the primary isotopeof concern is
tritium. Concentrationsof tritium in existing fixed target area closed-loop
systems are typically less than 10,000 pCi per ml which is about five times
greaterthanthe surfacewater dischargelimit. Similarlevelswould be expected
for KTeV operation. Consequently,secondarycontainmentfor possibleleakswould
be providedfor the KTeV system. Leakingclosed-loopwater within the enclosure
would be divertedto the existinglined retentionpit for samplingand analysis.
If the concentrationis below allowablelimits it is releasedto surfaceditches
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discharging into Casey's Pond, part of a recirculating cooling system which
supports the entire fixed target experimental area and the Tevatron. Casey's
Pond is the primary source of water for fire protection sprinkler systems,
cryogenic compressors, air conditioning for Research Division and Feynman
Computing Center, and heat exchangers throughout the fixed target area. A future
6-acre expansion of Casey's Pond is needed to correct exceedences of Illinois
water quality thermal effluent parameters. The KTeV discharge would comply with
DOEOrder 5400.5 and is included in the scope of Fermilab's pending NPDESpermit
application. If the concentration is above allowable limits, the water would be
collectedfor disposal as radioactivewaste.

The system would be composed of copper piping. Low conductivitywater is
necessary for best cooling; therefore,the closed loop system would use water
from which the metals and minerals have been removed, not industrialcooling
water (Casey'sPond water),and no corrosioninhibitorscan be used. Since the
water might pick up lead or copper molecules from the piping and solder, the
system would include a filter system through which the water cycles to remove
metals. The filtersare changesperiodically. Segmentsof the pipe are routed
throughair cooled heat exchangersto providecooling;there is no contactwith
the heat exchangermetals. The water is periodicallysampledfor contaminants.

A low pressure alarm on the closed loop systemwould shut down the beam to the
target stationif water pressurefails. To refill the system,low conductivity
water would be diverted manually from other pipes. The laboratory radiation
safety officermust identifythe cause of the low pressureand assurethat it has
been correctedbefore allowingrestartof experiment (beam to target).

Based upon the maximumcapacityof the closed loop system,the maximum volumeof
this purifiedwater which would sentto Casey'sPond in the event of a leakwould
be 250 gallons. Since 1976,when the interlocksystemwas installed,there have
been two leaks to closed loop systems at Fermilab: one involved 30 gallon of
water (a leaking pump) and one involved 10 gallons of water (a flow regulator
failure).

Due to the higher intensitybeam on the proposedtarget station,it is expected
that a greater load on the cooling system would occur. The closed-loop
circulating water is cooled by cycling it through a heat exchanger system
currentlyexistingfor the presentbeamline. No modificationsto this systemare
anticipatedfor the new target stationand beam dump. The current systemhas 60
kW of heat removalcapability,and the load on the system due to the KTeV beam
is calculatedto be less than ]/2 of the system'scapacity.

5.2.4 Air Activation

The air insidethe target stationcan becomeactivateddue to the passageof the

beam through it The activity producedconsists primarilyof the short-lived
isotopesI_,13NI 11C,and 41Ar,with half-livesfrom 2 minutesto_v. hours. The
air would be exhaustedthrougha small stack associatedwith the target station
enclosureand comply with NESHAP standards. All releasesare annuallyreported
to the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) and the U. S.
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA).
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The total airborneactivityreleasedby KTeV operationscan be estimatedfrom the
activityreleasedduring the operationof the existingNM2 target station. The
total airborneactivityreleasedfrom the NM2 target stationin CY 1991was 21.3
Curies for 5.4 x 1017protonson target. This shouldbe comparedwith the total
activityreleasedfrom all Fermilabstacksduringthe fixedtarget run of CY 1991
which was approximately107 Curies, includingthe 21.3 Curies from NM2. Thls
total laboratoryamount led to a maximum effectivedose equivalentto a member
of the populationresidingoff-siteof 0.028 mrem, comparedto the allowedlimit
of 10 mrem per year. Scaling from the previous NM2 activity released, the
estimated total airborne activity released per year for KTeV would be
approximately80 Curies for a targeted beam intensityof 2 x 1018protons per
year. This 80 CuriesestimateIs directlycorrelatedwith this expectedincrease
in beam intensityfor KTeV. Consequentlythe KTeV experimentcan be expectedto
contributeabout 0.02 mrem to the off-site dose due to airborne activity,(See
Section 5.2.7). Again, the allowable limit is 10 mrem per year. At 4 x 10.4
latent cancer fatalitiesper person-rem,the health effect attributableto the
off-site dose from KTeV operations is 3.2 x 10"_LCF.

Using the population distributionshown in Figure 4.2, the collective latent
cancer fatalities in a region 2 miles from the site is I x 10.4based upon an
approximatepopulationof 4000 persons. This number includesthe 2200 full-time
Fermilab employees.

5.2.5 ResidualActivation

Residual activationof beamllne components is produced when high energy beams
strike those components. This residualradioactivityremainsafter the beam is
turned off. Residual activityin beamlinecomponentsand shieldingwithin KTeV
beamlineenclosures,would not producedetectabledose rates abovegroundbecause
the amount of _hieldingrequiredfor promptradiationis more than sufficientto
shield the resiGGdl radiation.

5.2.6 Worker Exposures

After the experimentis configuredaccordingto the design parametersand meets
all the safety requirements,beam would be extracted and the data collection
would begin. Operation of the experiment amounts to collecting the data and
remotely monitoring the equipmentduring standardworking shifts. Sufficient
shieldingof the beam areaswould be achievedto limit the radiationexposureto

workerscontinuouslyoccupyingthe countinghouse and servicebuildings_longthe
beamline, in accordancewith the FermilabRadiologicalControl Manual.

Areas where the proton beam may interact (or is designed to interact)with
materialsare greatly restricteddue to the creationof radiation. During the
operationcycle of the experimentwith the protonbeam being extracted,no access
to these areas is allowed. Life safety access control into any of these areas
is maintained by a series of locks and interlocksthat disable the primarybeam
if any locks are breached. The process of settingthe locks and interlocksto
operationalreadinessrequiresthat all enclosurebe searchedand securedby a
two-personoperationcrew that sets the interlocksfor each enclosureafter an
exhaustive visual search. Inherent in the process are periodic tests of the
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systeminwhich a dummy is placed in an enclosureby supervisorysafetypersonnel
to evaluatethe effectivenessof the operationcrews' searchand secure training
and procedures. No secondarykaon beam is possiblewithoutthe primary proton
beam.

During the fixed target run of CY 1991, the vast majorityof experimentershad
no exposureto radioactivity.Of the monitoredexperimenters,about 22% received
a dose above 10 mrem. Of thisgroup, the averageindividualdose fell in the 40-
50 mrem per year range. Lower levelswould be expectedfor the proposedaction,
becausethe detector would be below ground and thus the muon dose rates at the
counting house would be eliminated. Applying the same latent cancer fatality
analysisoutlined in Section5.1.1,for a 50 mrem exposurein one year, and using
the sane dose-to-risk factor leads to a annual probabilityof induced cancer
fatalityof 2 x I0"s. The number of experimentalpersonnelwill vary over the
durationof the experiment. Schedulingconstraintsof the experimentalprogram
of Fermilab do not allow for an accurate estimate of the future experimental
cycles of operation. However, considering the length of past kaon physics
experiments,one can estimatea non-continuous10 year operationlength for the
proposed experiment. It is also estimated that 50 experimenters would be
involvedeach receivingan average20 mrem per year thus producingI person-rem
per year. Thus the number of fatal cancers inducedamong this group would be
.004. That is, it is most likelythat there would be no induced health effects
attributableto this exposurelevel for the durationof the experiment.

5.2.7 CumulativeEffects:Normal Operation

As mentionedin Sections1.0 and 3.2.1,the futureof the MCentertarget station
depends on the programmaticneeds of the laboratory and the outcome of new
proposals for this beamline. The proposed action would reduce the number of
target station sites at the laboratory by eliminatingthe use of the MCenter
target for Kaon Physics. The MCenter beamlinecontributed7.2 mrem of dose in
a localizedregion at the site boundarydue to muons in CY 1991, which was the
single largest contribution to the site boundary dose from a fixed target
beamlineduring that year. The proposed action would locate the detector and
beamline below ground, thus eliminating the muon plume associated with the
MCenter beamline which was above ground. The combination of these two
configurationswould reduce the radiation dose at the site boundary. The
cumulative effect resulting from not using the MCenter target station, and
modifyingthe NM2 targetstation(to handlethe proposedaction'sbeam intensity)
would result in improvedcontainmentof the prompt radiationdose and lowering
the Fermilabsite boundaryradiationdose in a localizedregion, downstreamof
the MCenter beamline.

As a result of the increasedshielding at the improved target station, the
cumulative effect of the proposed action would be a decrease in the rate of
activationof the soil around the NM2 target station, (see Figure 3.2).

During the normal operationsmode of KTeV with the beam on, the instantaneous
increasein the heat load would be 11 kW over the non-operatingmode of 43.5 kW.
The cumulativeeffectwould require 25 % more heat removalfrom the closed-loop
circulatingwater system,that is within the limit of the heat removal capacity
of the current heat exchangersystem.
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The cumulative effect expected due to air activation is calculated by using the
total activity released in the fixed target run of CY lggl from all Fermtlab
stacks (107 Curies), less the activity released from NM2(21.3 Curies), IL]3L_the
activity expected from a KTeV target at NM2 (80 Curies), _ the activity
released from the MCenter target, which would not be used (15.4 Curies), yielding
an estimated total of 150.3 Curies. This sumleads to a maximumeffective dose
equivalent to a memberof the population residing off-site of 0.039 mrem. The
increase from 0.028 mrem to 0.039 mremresults in a cumulative increase over the
CY 1991 fixed target run of 0.01! mrem, which is 0.1% of the allowable limit of
10 mremper year. Using the population (4000 persons) within 2 miles of the KTeV
Facility as the affected population, the increase in maximumeffective dose from

all Fermt_a_ sources (0 028 mremto 0.039 mremJ, would increase the LCF from 4.5x 10"s to x 10"s, a difference of 1.7 x 10.° .

The Matn Injector EA presumes that construction would be complete approximately
1997. Main Injector operation would not commenceprior to that time. The fixed
target run for KTeV would begin in 1995. The duration of the next fixed target
run is not currently scheduled. Fixed target Puns alternate with collider runs.
If the KTeV experiment coincides with operation of the Main Injector, the KTeV
experiment would limited to 900 GeV energy primary protons of the Tevatron, at
an intensity of 5 x 1012 particles. The operation of the Main InJector would not
affect these limits for the KTeV experiment.

5.3 Off-Normal Operation of KTeV

Two cases must be considered. The first is a loss of the normal operating
intensity beam. The second is the loss of a full intensity beam from the
Tevatron that has managed to be accidentally delivered to the KTeV target
station.

As stated in Section 5.2.], the prompt radiation shielding for the KTeV project
would be designed to meet the Fermtlab Radiological Control Manual criterion.
That is, sufficient shielding must exist to protect against the full beam
intensity deliverable from the Fermtlab accelerator when the beam is transported
to some other region than the normal targeting area. The target and beam
absorbers would be designed to accept the full machine intensity pulse of
3 x 1013 protons, without going beyond radiation guidelines. The normal
operating intensity would be a factor of six below that.

The design criterion For the primary beam transport also takes advantage of a
geometry that does not allow the primary proton beam to point in the same
direction as the secondary kaon beam used for the experiment. The location of
magnets would have to be changed to redirect the proton beamto the experimental
hall. This additional safety measure eliminates the possibility of any proton
pulses striking the experimental apparatus.

The inadvertent transport of a single full intensity pulse from the accelerator
to the KTeV target station would produce air and soil activation equivalent to
six normal intensity pulses. Since this type of off-normal condition is a very
Pare occurrence, probably below 1 pulse in lO,O00 based on operating history, it
would not have an effect on the overall airborne emissions or production of soil
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activation. As discussed tn Sectton 5.2.6, the beam areas are restricted and
isolated so that these rare off-normal conditions will have no effect on
personnel or the environment. Shielding to protect operators occupying the
counting house, located at ground level (in the current design) lO feet from the
experimental hall (see Ftgure 3.1), would consist of a 10 foot concrete wall
between the two buildings. The shielding design criteria indicated an exposure
of 0.0087 mremper hour to t_,e control occupants in the event of the worst case
acctdent scenario. The normal operating dose would be less than 1/6 of that
amount. The LCF for the dose rate under off-normal conditions would be 1.2 x 10"
7, assumtng (see Sectton 5.3.1) 40 off-normal sptlls per year, at 60 seconds
(1/60 hour) per sptll, and 50 workers tn the exposed worker population.

5.3.1 Cumulative Effects: Off-Normal Operations

The full Intensity beamloss pulses would be very Infrequent and destgned to stay
wtthtn the shtelded area for the full duration of the experiment. Thus the
number of rare occurrences would probab]y total less the 40 pulses at 3 x 1013
protons on target. Thts amountsto 0.06% of the total beam Intensity delivered
to the target statton. Even under these most extreme conditions, no cumulative
impacts are anticipated.

5.4 Decomtsstontng of KTeV

Decommissioning activities associated wtth the KTeV project are difficult to
define tn detail at the present ttme. They depend on the future use of the KTeV
beamline and experimental hall, whtch would be dtctated by the goals of the
phystcs research program at that ttme. The apparatus, beamltne, and experimental
hall could be used for future experiments at thetr present location. It ts
presently anticipated the experimental apparatus would be of use well tnto the
21st Century. However to decommission, the experimental apparatus and beamltne
would be disassembled and their components reused elsewhere at Fermilab, or
shipped to other Laboratories for use, or surplused if there ts no longer a use
for them at Fermilab according to standard procedures for disposition of
government properties.

Each componentof the experimental apparatus would be surveyed by health phystcs
personnel to identify, label and tsolate all activated components. It ts
anticipated that all components, except the target and beamdumpmaterial would
be free of radioactivity. Radioactive components for whtch there ts no longer
a use would be packaged for shipment and disposed of as radioactive waste
according to DOE specifications. Additional NEPAreview would be performed for
this activity at that ttme.

5.4.! Cumulative Effects: Decommissioning

Since it ts anticipated that most of the materials would be used in other current
or new experiments, tt ts expected that mtnimal tmpact would be made on the
collective amounts of disposable material.
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S.S Impactsof Alternatives

5.5.1 No Action Alternative

The environmentalconsequencesof no actionwould leadto a reductionof 7.2mrem
in the muon dose in a localizedregionof the site boundary,discussed In Section
5.5.2,as well as a reductionin the estimatedair activationof 21.3 curiesfrom
the NM2 target station,discussedinSection5.2.4 and a reductionof 15.4 Curies
from the MCenter target stationdiscussedin Section5.2.7. These consequences
are contingent on no further experiments in the MCenter and Neutrino Muon
beamllnes. It should be added that this alternativewould not fulfill the
objectivesof the U. S. High Energy Physics Program.

5.5.2 MCenter

Without substantial shielding improvements, siting the KTeVexperiment along the
existing above-grade MCenter beamltne, which was used for previous kaon
experiments, would cause increased radiation doses both on-stte and at the site
boundary when compared to the proposed NMsite which has a beamltne below-grade.
Because of its proximity to other operating beamltnes and the fact that the
MCenter line is above grade, the necessary shielding improvements required for
KTeV in M-Center would be more extensive. The MCenter beamltne contributed 7.2
mremof dose in a localized region at the site boundary due to muons in CY 1991,
which was the single largest contribution to the site-boundary dose from a fixed
target beamline during that year. The permitted beam intensity for Mcenter in
1991 was 2 x 1012; the beam intensity for KTeV would be 2.5 times greater,
thereby causing a correspondingly higher boundary dose without increased
shielding. Significant enhancementof shielding in this location would be limited
by space.

5.5.3 Neutrino MuonExperimental Hall (NMS)

The Neutrino MuonExperimental Hall was originally designed and used for a series
of experiments with a secondary beamof muons, which are not strongly interacting
particles and therefore produce little prompt radiation when they interact with
targets or other materials in the beamline. Therefore it required essentially no
shielding between the counting rooms, occupied by experimenters, and the
beamltne. Using the hall for an experiment with a strongly interacting kaon beam
which also has a substantial neutron componentwould result in increased prompt
and muon radiation, and require the addition of shielding between the beamltne
and the counting rooms.

The existing enclosure NMRimmediately upstream of the experimental hall is also
not shielded adequately for a strongly interacting beamnor is it compatible with
the design requirements of the KTeV experimental apparatus. The muon radiation
field in both the NMRarea and the experimental hall would be prohibitive for the
expected experiment. In addition the difficulties of a much longer transport to
these locations would demandincreases in the earth shielding over much more of
the NM line to permit the safe transport of primary beam. Thus this option would
result in the creation of another target station on site with the associated
concerns about increases in the cumulative soil activation and ground water
exposure.
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5.5.4 Cumulative Effects: Alternate Sites

Choosingany one of these sites without improvedshielding would result in a
potential increased radiation dose. The cumulative effects of each of the
alternate sites discussed abovewould lead to additional muonradiation in the
experimental area and at the site boundary. The no action alternative would
contribute doseonly if the experimental programincluded additional experiments
in this area.

Therequirements for the proposedexperiment mustnot be restricted in operations
by existing conditions, as they would be tf developed in an existing butldtng
within the alternate sites, l°
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GLOSSARY

accelerator A device for increasing the velocity and energy of charged
particles, for example electrons or protons, through application of
electrical and/or magnetic forces. Accelerators have made particles
move at velocities approaching the speed of light. Types of
accelerators include cyclotrons, synchrotrons, and linear
accelerators.

Alternating Gradient A type of synchrotron characterized by the change in the magnetic
Synchrotron field gradient of the magnets.

antiproton Matter in which the ordinary nuclear properties of the proton are
replaced by correspondingly opposite properties of the antiproton.
An anti-hydrogen atom, for example could be conceived as a
negatively charged antiproton with a positively charged orbital
positron.

beam A stream of particles or electromagnetic radiation, going in a
single direction.

beam loss A situation in which some portion of the beam intensity is not
transported from an upstream measured point to a downstream
measured point. A loss can occur when the beam (or a portion of
the beam) is misdirected from the beamline in which it should be

located. Loss of beam can also occur when a material is placed in
the path of the beam.

A collective term referring to all the devices used to control,
monitor, and produce a beam. The common elements of a

beamline beamline are magnets, intensity monitors, beam position monitors,
and collimators.

Becquerel The special name for the unit of activity equivalent to 1 per
second.

berm shield A mound of soil over an accelerator or beamline designed to
provide shielding against possible ionizing radiation.

Electric charge carried by an elementary particle.
charge

closed-loop A system of circulating water in completely enclosed pipes where
the water is isolated from any external surfaces.
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collimator An adjustable aperture, capable of abmrbing the beam outside of
the aperture opening, and permitting the transport of the beam
withintheaperture.

Collider Oppositely-directed particle beams brought together at a small
angle to produce high energy collisions.

commission The task of bringing into operation a designed system for the first
time.

CP Charge and Parity symmetry properties. This combination of the
properties of charge and parity, defines characteristics of systems
that remain the same when the charge of a system is reversed at
the same time that the spatial reflection of the system is changed.

Curie The basic unit to describe the intensity of radioactivity in a sample
of material. The curie is equal to 37 billion disintegrations per
second, which is approximately the rate of decay of I gram of
radium. A Curie is also a quantity of any nuclide having 1 Curie
of radioactivity. Named for Marie and Pierre Curie, who
discovered radium in 1898.

decay The spontaneous transformation of one nuclide into a different
nuclide or into a different energy state of the same nuclide. The
process results in a decrease, with time, of the number of the
original radioactive atoms in a sample. It involves the changing of
the nucleus by emission, absorption or fission.

decommission The completion and disassembly of a system.

dipole magnet A device used to generate a magnetic field that will bend charged
particlesthat pass throughit. The field is oriented such that the
particles bend in a single geometric plane.

electromagnets A device that generates a magnetic field by passing an electric
current through a conducting coil.

half life The time in which half of the atoms of a particular radioactive
substance disintegrates to another nuclear form. Measured half-
lives vary from millionth of a second to billions of years.

interlock A locked device engaged to beam components such that changes in

the device will permit or not permit the components to operate.
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isotope One of two or more atoms with the same atomic number (the same
chemical element) but with different atomic weights. An
equivalent statement is that the nuclei of isotopes have the same
number of protons but different numbers of neutrons. Thus nC,
'3C, and :4C are isotopes of the element carbon, the superscripts
denoting the differing mass numbers, or Approximate atomic
weights. Isotopes usually have very nearly the same chemical
properties, but somewhat different physical properties.

kaon An elementary particle (contraction of K-meson). A heavy meson
with a mass about 970 times that of an electron.

meson One of a class of medium-mass, short-lived elementary particles
with a mass between that of the electron and that of the proton.
Examples: pi-meson (pions) and K-mesons (kaons).

millirem One one-thousandth of a rein (10"3.Rem is an acronym for

t'oentgen l.xluivalent man. The unit of dose of any ionizing
radiation which produces some biological effect, such as a unit of
absorbed dose of ordinary X rays.

muon (Contraction of mu-meson.) An elementary particle, classed as a
lepton (not as a meson), with 207 times the mass of an electron. It
may have a single positive or negative charge.

neutrino An electrically neutral elementary particle with a negligible mass.
It interacts very weakly with matter and hence is difficult to detect.
It is produced in many nuclear reactions, for example, in beta
decay, and has high penetrating power; neutrinos from the sun
usually pass right through the earth.

neutron An uncharged elementary particle with a mass slightly greater than
that of the proton, and found in the nucleus of every atom heavier
than hydrogen. A free neutron is unstable and decays with a half-
life of about 13 minutes into an electron, proton, and neutrino.
Neutrons sustain the fission chain reaction in a nuclear reactor.

parity The property of symmetry between left handedness and right
handedness. As in a mirror the reflection reversal of left and right.

pico A prefix that divides a basic unit by one trillion (10:z). Same as
micromicro,(10"6)(10_).

prompt radiation Radiation produced by the interaction of the beam with materials
such as a target and consisting primarily of neutrons and muons,
also considered as penetrating radiation.
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quadrupole nag,net A device used to generate a magnetic field that will focus or
defocus charged particle beams that pass through it.

radioactivity The spontaneous decay or disintegration of an unstable atomic
nucleus, usually accompanied by the emission of ionizing radiation.
(Often shortened to "activity.')

radionuclides A radioactive nuclide.

resolution The resolution of a detector depends on the accuracy of the
individual componentsof the detector and the number of these
components. This property may allow the detector to distinguish
between numbers of particles or in some cases individual particles.

Silurian dolomite A continuous layer found beneath the site composed of limestone
rich in magnesium which serves as one of the primary aquifers

spill An event in which the beam is extracted from the accelerator,
usually lasting 60 - 120 seconds.

subatomic Any of the constituent particles of an atom: electron, neutron,
proton, etc.

Switchyard A system of devices through which the primary beam is removed
from the Tevatron and transported to the external targeting
stations.

Tevatron A synchrotron at Fermilab which is designed to accelerate protons
and antiprotons to an energy of one trillion electron volts, (1 TeV).

tritium A radioactive isotope of hydrogen with two neutrons and one
proton in the nucleus. It is man-made and is heavier than
deuterium (heavy hydrogen). Tritium was used in industrial
thickness gauges, and as a label in experiments in chemistry and
biology. Its nucleus is a triton.
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APPENDIX A: Aerial Photograph of the Proposed Site

DrawingNo. 3-19-92 152.389
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United States Department of' the Interior
rim ANDWU,mJ_ 8_ltVlCS
Ohie_ mm_WetJ_60mee

IO00Hartmood.8ene tOO
tm_vm,:, _ 8m'tslp,o_I_ SO0L0

FWS/AF-_-CIFO 'NM..381-27.53

July 28. 1993

A,ndre,vvE.Mmvca
_ouunent _t
BataviaArea Office
]Pos:OmceBox2000
natav_ 1Ill.is 60510

DearMr. Mntvea:

Tldsletterprovidesresponmto yourbsam'of July7, 1993_ s reviewof t repurtby
PodWaltonuseutnj wetlsnd8wi_n r-a-mJJsb's]_eV _

Ourreviewof'theWaltonreportindicatesthatthesmallwetareu _ wouldnotbe
consideredwetlamJsby 11__ All of the soJhJdeeerilZ_in the z_port have hlsh
chmms colon, which arenot tndlcativsof hydric sods o_ startled ccmdt_onm.Since the
soils_ dlm_doedmr_dmay _u pardnllyof nll _ tboamountof ia_
recordedbecomeslmpomaLSoils_ amtreq_Oy pmmdot Jloodedtot 1o_ _
(7 to 30 days, Idrt41Jeeye.t) or veryIoN_o_ (_ thanoM mo_ 8_Ie event)
durJnj the growifllJ_ _ quldi_yu hydr_, evenWJlhlZJt0(tll Jtydn_dltfZCtM'ill_CL
Reviewof thedemtp4ionliven andomuiderat_ofrecaUtmvyndnf_, _ that
undernomadclrcum_ thesesitesdonothave_t poodJngto rmd4_tbew
disturbedsoils hydric. This Ulm'tlo_ is supportedby the lw,k of ob_ gkTtnlJ,mottling,
or otbe.rhydrlcsoil char_l,_ics.

I

Thus,it is our opinion thatthesmaUpockets of wetland vesetadoe m_ aot wetlandsba:ausc
the hydricsoil criterion is nix mdsflaf. As • pracl:iadmatS', o.ressthis small ire seldom
_idered duri_sitevisitsbectu_tt_7donotof_ anywetlandfu_ctlomlvalueanden_
nearlyimpossible to mapmlJ_ly msan mmislphOeolpnq_,
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United States Department of the Interior
Am)_LIT II_RVTCE

CbLClpMHmW_O0_
mmq.vuw_. I000HurtIlmul._ tiN)nUnoblOono

FWS/AU3-CtFO ('JU_$|I-22S$

Aulust4, 1993

AndrewB, Mravca
_m_t of _erly
]k_v¼ Am Off_
PostOfficebx 2(XX)
mlmVla,nttnob 6O510

Dam'Mr, Mnwca:

Tlti: I_1: la'ovidedta mix)on to thepboae_ ot,lo_ _ af_ m_oe
Au|u:t 3, 1993,

Ourrm,iewof the Wslto. rq)ort, h cx)lorm'ia) pltotaln_ _1 o_r wstl_le nm_
Indi_ tlm the _ KTeV projectIs nm liksly to sffectnayfederallyend_prad m'
tluv.mnedIpee[a. Thisiweeludutheneedrot _ uetioe_m_ IZ_U_ M mlulUd

. under Section ? or the BndsniemdSpe(=_Actof HvrJ, u _, $1muldthe_ be
modified or new informationIndicate I_t wKtanlp_dor _ _ may be affected,
oommltationshouldbetn]tlamd,

If youhaveany questimuj,pleasecontact1_'. Jeff'Meqkr at"108/3111-2253.

co: R. Walton, Femiiab

• , "|_. _..:,.:,,.
, ,_---I
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Department of Energy ' -
Wmhlng_n,DO20888

. Ms. TerH Hotel and
Associate Dtrector of
•$ctence and Technol_

• State of Ill/nots Offtce
444 North C.ttol Street
Vuhtngton,b.C- 20001.

Dear Ms. IIo_mland:

The U.S. Department of" Energy (DOE) ts c.onsldert.ng..ap_os.al..to .design,_ __
construct, and operate a new fixed targez expermen_ caJ,e_ _ne_-Lr_ns at tee

Tevatron (ICrty) at Fern1 Natlenal Accelerator Labbrat_ry (Fer_11_b) loca._eatn Batavqa, Ill tnoJs. The proposed actton would modify an axis1; ng lrlXea

target bemllne |n the Feratlab Neut.rtno Area..It _o_uldtnclude reCOan_tgurIng '.and modJfYtng exIsttng facilities ano cons_ruc_clonof a new exper_m r|

deteCtOr hall area. Thts would provNa for an twproved h19hm"energyt.sourceof neut,.el K mesons(kaons) and a rare sensitive del:ector to ma._.r?, tier.,
thus advancing the study of kaons well beyond that currently avallame a:
Feredl'ab.

to
The.DOE has prepared an Envtromnental Assessment(ns_)t_uctto_alyzethe potentialenvtronmnttl consequencesusoc_ated wqth _e c© and operatqon of
the fa¢tlttT. TMs EA has been e_pared tn accordance with the requtrmen_of' the Nattunal Environmental Po.--_ Act (NEPA), the Counctl on Environmental
qualtty regulations ImplmentIng NEPA,and the DOENEPAregulat.qons
(10 CFR Part I021).

Sectton 1021.301(d) of the DOE"NEPAregulations requires that DOEprovtde a
state and any knerlcan Indlan *.rtbe that would host a proposed DOEaction vtth
an opportunity to revtw and corn,mr on an EA for that actton before DOE's
approval of the EA. This process Is tntended to foster early and open
¢onmntcatton beL_MmDOEand affected sl;ates and Indtan trtbes. Accordingly,

• '1 m provldln9 you _th an advance copy of thls EA.. .

[f you have /my commnts on this document, pqease send them to mewithqn 30
days from recetpt of thts letter. Commentssent wtthqn thts period vI11 be
consJdered before approval of the EA. Couents sent after that '_11 bQ
considered to the extent practicable. Please tnfi)m me tf the SLate of
1111nots does.not have any coments.
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If you or your sttff wtsh to reco|ve further lnflormtton .abouttiffs proposal,
please contact Jmes K. Farley, Offtce of [nergy ResearchHEPA_11ence
Of_cer, at (301) 903-2314. For further tn_o_uatton Ibout the IX)( llEPA "
procsss, please contact Carol Borgstrou,Director, Office of HEPAOversight,
at (202) U6-414¢i0or (800) 47Z-Z71M.

. .Acttng Otrector
. Office of EnergyResearch

Enclosure . . . .
• t *
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' AoUnoD_eotor

U,II. Oepannw_of Energy ;'
Wmmlngtan,9C 20i88

DearDr. Deokor** e

ThteleIn remzoneotoyourlimer 21, 1SOSloitertoToniMmlilindregnrdingthe
"KIIoneot the Toy,ironz lit Fem_ NotionalAoeolorewrLal_, and the
Envlro_ Aeeoasmentthat weeprovidedfor Bills of Illinoisreview.

Billed uponon avalulrtlonof the Informmlonprovided,the _ of' Ilgnolahas
oonaludedthatthe roferenoedproJootehouldnotreaultInalgnl/klllntI.n_i_rJonthe
environment,onroglormleoolaoy,oronoultuml,hletorloeloreroheeologlcaurasouruo.
We thereforehovenogone,me orgame,riteabout1_ EnvironmentalAasaasmont,
andhopethat Permilebwillgainepprovldto moveforwardwiththe projectas loon
as pruotloeble.

Pleasecontactme It (217) 788-_ If youhaveanyqueetlorm.71_ankyou very
* muot_foryouroonelderetlon.

,

', . Illnoorely, . . . . .

• * • • Vp,#

FrankM. k4ver
DeputyOlremor

ool 'l"errlMorekmd -';
DlreatorJohn8. Moore

,

Pd_tOdO_ _ Piper
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